Canadian Produced! Designed to fit Canadian educational curriculum and for the health market, the "#STI" series is a creative, dramatic and entertaining experience that pulls no punches in its effort to get the information across. The aim is to promote sexual health and STI education for everyone.
Each episode of "#STI" begins with a health professional informing an unseen patient that they have contracted an STI. The
talk is brief and one-sided; we don't see the patient. Then, we’re taken back in time into the patient’s life, into their circle of
friends and their relationships. Which specific moment did the infection occur? Which sex act? Which sexual partner? As the
drama unfolds, there are many misdirects that poke lighthearted fun at STI misconceptions. The drama reaches a natural
conclusion revealing the real moment of contraction and the identity of the mystery patient.
Before the credits roll the episode returns to the health professional and winds back time to summarize the lessons learned. What did the other characters
do in their sexual scenario to prevent an STI, and what should our patient have done to do the same?
No one wants to be getting 'that' news at 'that' free clinic. It’s awkward, uncomfortable and sometimes life altering, but statistics show that 1 in 4 people
will be there at some point in their lives. Sexually Transmitted Infections (or STIs) can affect everyone, regardless of age, gender or sexual orientation. If you
are sexually active, you are at risk. Hashtag or not, STIs ARE trending and the goal is to bring viewers the facts on contraction, transmission and prevention
and to make those facts stick.
Each episode is approximately 25 minutes and is available in an educational Pop-Up Q&A version as well as a Non Q&A version.

DVD • Each: $59.95 • Series: $305 (Save 15%) • 5 Year Streaming Rights • Each: $400 • Series: $1,920 (Save 20%)

Mike loves Kitty and Kitty loves Mike, but Kitty
also loves Shondra - can you say love triangle?
College romance gets complicated when one
or more of our characters are diagnosed with
gonorrhea. After dating for some time Mike is
under the impression he and his college girlfriend Kitty are exclusive, until he walks in on Kitty and Shondra making out
in his own dorm room. Ouch! After confronting Kitty she insists she only has
eyes for him, but can she stay faithful? Watch and see if you can guess which
character or characters contract gonorrhea. Features a Lesbian storyline.
(Grade 9-12, Adult)

In this episode old crushes are new again.
When Greg and his BFF Daphne head home
for Thanksgiving weekend, Greg gets a little
more than Turkey dinner. Things heat up
when he runs into his high-school crush Thomas, who has recently come out. Sounds like a
love story in the making? The catch is, Greg already has a boyfriend, Steve.
Will Greg and Thomas hook up? Will Steve find out? And who will end up
with chlamydia? Watch and see if you can figure it out before the mystery
patient is revealed at the end of the episode! Features a gay storyline.
(Grade 11-12, Adult)

Being a teenager is hard enough without the
fear of STI's looming over you - but if you're
going to have sex, spend less time being afraid
or ashamed and more time being prepared
and safe. That's something this group are
about to learn when one of them is diagnosed
with HIV. Shauna, Emily and Kelly are three best friends with different levels
of sexual experience. Emily is getting over a bad break up, Shauna has just
started having sex with her boyfriend Braeden, and Kelly is thinking about
taking that next step with her new boy, Ryan. Through the daily dramas of
life as teenage girls, they always support one another and one of them is
about to need that support like never before. Watch and see if you can guess
which character or characters contract HIV. (Grade 9-12, Adult)

We grow up pretending and playing makebelieve and these girls, now in college, are still
finding ways to play dress up. Jessica, Emma
and Sara are smart, funny and mostly dateless. Emma is the exception; she and her girlfriend Julie are in a fun, new relationship. Sara
has no interest in dating which leaves Jessica flying solo without a wingman.
At Sara's suggestion she decides to join a LARPing club on campus to meet
some of the university's most eligible bachelors. As their dating lives heat up
one of them contracts a lesser-known STI called trichomoniasis. Watch and
see if you can figure it out before the mystery patient is revealed at the end
of the episode! (Grade 9-12, Adult)

STI's aren't just for the young, they are also
for the young at heart! This episode highlights
one of the fastest growing demographics contracting STI's today: seniors! Linda, Joyce and
Rosalee are all new residents in a luxury seaside seniors' community. With unfettered
access to the male residents (and employees) these single ladies have a new
lease on life and are taking advantage of every minute of it... until symptoms
start to pop up. Watch and see if you can guess which character or characters contract syphilis. (Grade 9-12, Adult)

A bachelor party heats up leaving one person
itching to change his or her choices. Brad and
Emily's wedding day is approaching and, despite disagreeing with Brad's decision to take
the leap at such a young age, his best man
Paul has planned him an epic send-off into
married life. As the night goes on Paul learns about Brad's sexual insecurities
when it comes to his new bride. Being the best 'best man' he can be, Paul
suggests, or pushes, him to use his last 'free pass' with a sexually empowered waitress, Sarah. Watch and see if you can guess which character or
characters contracts pubic lice. (Grade 8-12, Adult)

